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CQS services CQS in direct marketing best practices CQS stands for Customer Queries and Satisfaction, and it’s a marketing strategy promoted by the biggest email marketing company in the world, Marketo. It’s the core principle behind Marketo’s unified marketing platform, and it’s also

the concept that underpins a new API that developers have been able to use to access historical data on behalf of clients. Client Queries and Satisfaction, or CQS, is one of the three pillars of Marketo’s flagship Marketing Cloud service, a tool that connects Marketo’s various data sources and
enables the integration of those data sources into a wide range of applications. Now, there’s an additional component that’s been added to the suite. In a new release of the API, Marketo has added a single API that will help clients automate those connections between their various sources

of marketing data. If you’ve been following the design of the API, you can see why we’re calling it the Day Zero API. It’s something that’s going to be rolled out in a phased manner over the coming weeks and months. Phase One is the CQS One API, which is offered as a fully functioning
wrapper around the CQS Two API, and it’s designed to let Marketo customers connect various data sources that can be consumed by Marketo’s Marketing Cloud platform. Some of the data sources that support the CQS One API include data from Marketo’s CRM system, which includes data
from leads, opportunities and accounts; data from Marketo’s attribution system, from which clients can get summary data on which campaigns the leads had responded to in the past and the impact on funnel completion; data from Marketo’s content engine, which provides access to data

related to ads that have been placed in AdWords and Facebook. The CQS One API also
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